Dear Members and Friends,

In honor of our special anniversary, we will again have a series of guest authors and filmmakers join us on Facebook on a monthly basis. Our first guest is our own Tali Nates who is founder and director of the Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre (JHGC) and Chair of the South African Holocaust & Genocide Foundation (SAHGF). Tali is a historian who lectures internationally on Holocaust education, genocide prevention, reconciliation, and human rights. Born to a family of Holocaust survivors, her father and uncle were saved by Oskar Schindler. She has been involved in the creation and production of dozens of documentary films, published many articles and contributed chapters to different books. She serves on many Advisory Boards including that of the Academic Advisory Group of the School of Social and Health Sciences, Monash University (IIEMSA), South Africa, and the Interdisciplinary Academic Journal of Babyn Yar Holocaust Memorial Center.

Note: because of the Jewish High Holidays, Tali will begin October 17th. To become part of the conversation just click on the “JOIN our discussion group” tab above. Every month we will introduce the current guest but our guests for the rest of 2022 include 3G Adena Astrowsky (November) and survivor Pinchas Gutter (December).

We also want to announce that GSI was instrumental in the formation of the Holocaust Intergenerational Global Coalition (HIGC). This group is comprised of members of four multinational umbrella organizations: GSI, World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants (WFJCSHD), 3G Descendants of Holocaust Survivors, and Red LAES (Red Latinoamericana para la Enseñanza de la Shoá). We have come together to help each other as we carry on the legacy of the Shoah. This coalition extends from Israel to Australia and the Americas.

We will periodically include information on the many groups that make up this coalition. This month we will hear from our extended family in Uruguay.
The World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants (WFJCSHD) is happy to welcome the intergenerational survivor community to its first in-person conference since Covid. This international conference will be November 4 – 7 in St. Louis, Missouri. Please see the conference section below for more information and registration. Speakers include representatives of the US Holocaust Memorial Museum and the USC Shoah Foundation who will share with us how to use their vast resources as well as Dr. Irit Felsen, Dr. Yonit Hoffman, Dr. Charles Silow, and Jonathan Ornstein, Director of the Krakow JCC. There will be workshops for survivors, second and third generation to be able to talk and share with one another. There will be seminars for memoir writing and speaker training for all the generations.

We are now accepting Kristallnacht commemoration program information. Kindly use the link for event submissions that appears in the box below.

Thank you, and be well,

*Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)*

---

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of *landsmanschaften* and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the *GSI* interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: [www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html](http://www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html). Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our *GSI* website at [www.genshoah.org](http://www.genshoah.org) for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

*GSI* has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at [www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/](http://www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/). Joining Facebook is free and easy: [www.facebook.com](http://www.facebook.com).
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany (Claims Conference) 70th Anniversary of the Luxembourg Agreements

CONFERENCES

The Murray and Sabina Zemel z"l
Educators Conference on the Holocaust and Genocide
October 25, 2022, 10:00 am – 4:00 pm MT
Arizona State University, Tempe Campus

World Federation of Jewish Child survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants Conference
November 4 – 7, 2022
St. Louis Grand Marriott, St. Louis, MO

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

Commemorating the Jewish Uprisings at Sobibor & Auschwitz
October 3, 2022 3:00 PM ET
Echoes & Reflections

Teaching with Testimony:
Exploring In Lisa’s Footsteps: A Virtual IWalk for Lisa of Willesden Lane
October 6, 2022 3:00 pm PT
USC Shoah Foundation / IWitness

Hidden Children in Catholic France: Between Trauma and Normalcy
October 11, 2022 3:00 PM ET
Echoes & Reflections

Teaching about Americans and the Holocaust Using Historical Newspapers
October 12, 2022 4:00 pm ET
Kean University Zoom program

Foundations of Holocaust Education
October 19, 2022 3:00 PM ET
Echoes & Reflections

Lest We Forget
October 24, 2022, 4:00 – 6:00 pm
750 White Pond Drive, Akron, OH
The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art
October 25 – 26, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
For more: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il

Antisemitism: Educating about the Dangers of Hate
October 25, 2022 4:00 PM ET
Echoes & Reflections

Jewish Refugees and the Holocaust
October 28, 2022 9:00 am-3:00 pm ET
Montclair State University, 1 Normal Ave, Montclair, NJ

Holocaust Teach-In
Battling Indifference: How We Teach the Holocaust
November 6, 2022
Online and In-Person at Gratz College, Melrose Park, PA

How Jews Lived: Life Before the Holocaust - A Program for Teachers
November 15, 2022 4:30 pm ET
Kean University, Zoom program

The Alan Cornell US Campus Faculty Seminar
June 5 – 15, 2023
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – October 7, 2022— Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust

Now – October 25, 2022— Northern Michigan University, Marquette, MI
Missouri University of Science and Technology, Rolla, MO
Amarillo Public Library, Amarillo, TX
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust

Now – October 31, 2022— Art Center of Battle Creek, Battle Creek, MI
Exhibit: Remembrance In Action: Responding to the Holocaust in Today's World

Now – November 4, 2022—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK
New Exhibition: ‘There was a time…’: Jewish Family Photographs Before 1939
Now – November 6, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try. The exhibition of this Holocaust survivor’s art presents a portrait of an artist reckoning with devastating trauma, haunting memories, and an elusive, lifelong quest for freedom.

Now – November 13, 2022—US Army Airborne & Special Operations Museum, 100 Bragg Blvd., Fayetteville, NC
Courage and Compassion: The Legacy of the Bielski Brothers

Now – November 30, 2022—Terezin Ghetto Memorial, Czech Republic
Documentary exhibition about Kurt Epstein, a native of Roudnice nad Labem, who was imprisoned in Terezin and Auschwitz.

Now - November 30, 2022—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Theresienstadt Exhibition: Last Stop Before the Last Stop

Exhibition: Confronting Hate 1937 - 1952. In 1937, the American Jewish Committee (AJC) launched an unprecedented media campaign to combat the increase in antisemitism gripping the United States.

Now – January 22, 2023—Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library & Museum, Springfield, IL

Now – February 27, 2023—Fritz Asher Society, New York, NY
Identity, Art and Migration: an online exhibition about seven artists persecuted by German Nazis, 1933-1945. These six artists: Anni Albers, Friedel Dzubas, Eva Hesse, Rudi Lesser, Lily Renée and Arthur Szyk emigrated to the United States, while one, Fritz Ascher, stayed behind in Germany, hiding in a basement for three years.

Now – June 18, 2023—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Survivors: Faces of Life After the Holocaust.

October 2, 2022, 9:00 am ET—JCRC of SNJ, Esther Raab Holocaust Museum and Goodwin Education Center, Cherry Hill, NJ
Raab/Goodwin March of Remembrance.

October 2, 2022, 11:00 am ET—Holocaust Memorial section, Rodef Sholom Cemetery, Black Horse Pike, Egg Harbor, NJ
Mitzvah Zecher Avot, or “the good deed of remembering family, service.

October 2, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Book Talk: Pink Triangle Legacies with author Dr. Jake Newsome

October 2, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
October 2, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—JCRC of SNJ, Esther Raab Holocaust Museum and Goodwin Education Center, Cherry Hill, NJ
*It Could Happen Here* with Jonathan Greenblatt, CEO of ADL (Anti-Defamation League)

October 4, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
*Lunch & learn: Confronting White Nationalism in Schools* with Nora Flanagan.

October 11, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Friedman Hall at MorseLife, 4850 Ryna Greenbaum Drive, West Palm Beach, FL

October 12, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
*Zoom book discussion: The Girl from Berlin* by Ronald Balson

October 12, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
*Graphic Adaptations of Anne Frank’s Life and Diary* with Dr. Joshua Kavaloski, online via Zoom and in-person.

October 12, 2022, 5:00 pm MT—Phoenix Holocaust Association, Scottsdale, AZ
*Iron & Coal* is a powerful rock-opera by composer and performer, Jeremy Schonfeld. Based on his father Gustav’s memoir, *Absence of Closure*, Schonfeld traces his father’s attempts to create a life out of the ashes, having spent a year in concentration camps at the age of ten.

October 12, 2022, 6:30 pm ET—Florida Holocaust Museum, St. Petersburg, FL
*“The Ones Who Remember: Second-Generation Voices of the Holocaust” Panel Discussion*

October 13, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Stories Survive Program: Judith Koeppel Steel* will discuss her story, as told in her book *Love Brought Me Through The Holocaust: A Daughter’s Memories*

October 13, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*The Lost: A Search for Six of Six Million* with Daniel Mendelsohn. *In person* and online. Fees.
October 16, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Symphony Hall, Boston, MA
Reception begins at 3:00. Fees.

October 18, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Lunch & learn: A Great Experiment in Educating Teenage Refugees: The Case of a Swedish International School with Bernice Lerner.

October 20, 2022, 6:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The Vanishing: Tracing the Journey from Novel to Film with author David Michael Slater.

October 20, 2022, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
On-Site Book & Author: We Share the Same Sky: A Memoir of Memory & Migration with Rachael Cerrotti

October 23, 2022, 10:00 am PT—Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance, Carlsbad, CA
Managing Intergenerational Survivor Trauma with Dr. Dana Shrager.

October 23, 2022, 11:00 am ET—Brotherhood Synagogue, New York, NY
3G Intergenerational Brunch. Fees.

October 23, 2022, 2:00 pm ET— Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Book of Ruth, Featuring the Met Opera Chorus Artists: A Story of Courage, Resilience, and Hope. The audience will learn about Holocaust Survivor Ruth Wachner Pagirsky. Live only event will not be recorded.

October 23, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Film and panel discussion: Disobedience: The Sousa Mendes Story.

October 23, 2022, 4:30 pm CT—Washington University in St. Louis, Steinberg Auditorium, 1 Brookings Dr., St. Louis, MO
Honoring Holocaust Survivors: A Talk with Their Photographer with Luigi Toscano, photographer, and designer of Lest We Forget, and Holocaust survivor Rita Rubinstein.

October 23, 2022, 9:00 pm Israel Time—Ghetto Fighters’ House Museum, West Galilee, Israel
Beyond the Umschlagplatz: Remembering the Warsaw Ghetto with Maria Ferenc, Sławomir Grunberg, and Eric Bednarski.

October 25, 2022, 1:00 pm ET— Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The Last Ghetto book talk with author, Dr. Anna Hájková, and Benjamin Carter Hett, author of The Nazi Menace: Hitler, Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin, and the Road to War.

October 25, 2022, 3:00 pm MT—Mirabella at ASU, 65 E. University Dr, Tempe, AZ
October 26, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Online program: Betrayal and Justice in Jewish Courts after the Holocaust

October 27, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The Escape Artist book premiere with Jonathan Freedland and David Remnick.

October 27, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Memorial Hall, Chapman University, Orange, CA
Screening of Charlotte. Conversation following the screening with Julia Rosenberg, producer of Charlotte and Jennifer Keene, Dean of Wilkinson College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences.

October 30, 2022, 2:30 pm ET—Zekelman Holocaust Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Zoom event: The Ratline: Love, Lies, and Justice on the Trail of a Nazi Fugitive with Phillippe Sands.

October 30, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Screening of No Place on Earth. In 1942, 38 men, women and children slid down a cold, muddy hole in the ground, seeking refuge from the war above in a pitch-black underground world where no human had gone before. Registration required.

November 1, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Lunch & learn: The Wave: America’s Infamous High School Experiment in Fascism with Mark Hancock.

November 1, 2022, 6:00 pm PT—West Charleston Library, 6301 W. Charleston Blvd, Las Vegas, NV
Kristallnacht program from the perspective of those who were there: The Night of Crystal, of Broken Glass,…of Terror: Reichspogrom.

November 1, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Writing Twentieth Century Jews Into Sports History with Helen Epstein, author, and daughter of Olympic swimmer Kurt Epstein. Suggested donation.

November 6, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive: The Extraordinary Life of Yaffa Eliach discussed by her daughter Smadar Rosensweig.

November 6, 2022, 4:30 pm ET—University of Toledo Law Center, Toledo, OH
The Trial of FDR: live docudrama presentation written by Robert Krakow, attorney, playwright, and documentarian, putting FDR on trial for the US government’s decision to turn away the SS St. Louis on which 937 Jews were trying to escape Nazi Germany in 1939. For more information: daniel@jewishtoledo.org.

November 8 – December 20, 2022—University of Louisiana at Lafayette, Lafayette, LA
University of Arkansas Libraries, Fayetteville, AR
Billings Public Library, Billings, MT
Juneau Public Libraries, Juneau, AK

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust
November 8, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Fish Interfaith Center, Chapman University, Orange, CA
Interfaith Service of Remembrance for Kristallnacht with Jeffrey Kopstein.

November 9, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
Kristallnacht Commemoration: My Family’s Story as Refugees with Dr. Monica Strauss

November 9, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Kean University (Zoom), Union, NJ
Footsteps of My Father: A Story of Courage, Resilience and Honor in Commemoration of Kristallnacht and Veterans Day: film about Master Sergeant Roddie Edmonds who risked his life by not turning over hundreds of Jewish soldiers in the POW camp where they were held prisoner by the Germans. Remarks and Q&A by Roddie Edmonds son, Pastor Chris Edmonds.

November 9, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Center for Holocaust, Human Rights & Genocide Education, Lincroft, NJ
Zoom Ethical Framings of History: From the November Pogrom to the Nuremberg Trials with Professor Jessica Kahkoska.

November 9, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Live Concert: Kristallnacht and Its Aftermath

November 15, 2022, 12:00 pm ET—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Lunch & learn: Besa: Muslim Albanians Who Rescued Jews During the Holocaust with Marlene Yahalom, PhD.

November 15, 2022, 6:30 pm ET—LBI, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Film screening and discussion: Dear Fredy: Sexuality and Politics in the Theresienstadt Ghetto, the story of Fredy Hirsch, a gay, Zionist athlete who headed the youth department of the Theresienstadt Ghetto. Following the screening, LBI’s Head of Public Outreach, Michael Simonson, will discuss Hirsch’s life, as well as the topic of sexuality in concentration camps. Live.

November 16, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY

November 29, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
New York premiere screening of I Am Free … But Who Is Left?, a new documentary about a family in Hrubieszów, Poland during the Holocaust.

December 1, 2022, 12:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive with Wendy Sandler, daughter of survivor Rita Kaplan Lowenstein.

December 6, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Lunch & learn: Unpacking Threads of Trauma with Gail Gaspar.

January 3–February 14, 2023—Library of Hattiesburg Petal & Forrest County, Hattiesburg, MS
Petoskey District Library, Petoskey, MI
FYI... For Your Information

FYI... Online newsletters

Arolsen Archives September 22, 2022
Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center October Newsletter
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Yad Vashem September 5, 2022
Yad Vashem September 12, 2022

FYI... El Centro Recordatorio del Holocausto de Uruguay

The Holocaust Memorial Center of Uruguay was created in 1953 by survivors of the Shoah who arrived in this country and felt they could only be together to have a common language to be understood after all they had suffered.

The institution is represented by the Museum of the Shoah in Uruguay and our Shoah Library called Simón Wiesenthal. There is a very relevant fact about this Museum that should be highlighted: it was the first and only Shoah Museum in South America until the year 2000.

On November 28, 2019, the Museum was renewed and re-inaugurated for the fourth time. Our institution is a non-profit legal entity organization whose mission is to keep alive the memory of the terrible experiences suffered under the Nazi regime and transmit its teachings to the younger generations, so that the horrors generated by hate and intolerance will never be repeated.

It is an honor for us, and we are grateful to have the possibility to divulge our information through the Holocaust Intergenerational Global Coalition to reach survivors and their descendants all over the world.

FYI... To view Esther Niesenthal Krinitz’s 36 Fabric of Survival artworks: video tour.

FYI... Locker of Memory combines history, science, technology, and art to create the first virtual tour into the Jungfernhof concentration camp, the first Nazi concentration camp established in Riga, Latvia under German occupation. Site contains 3-D tour, audio tapes, interviews with living survivors, and multiple videos of the history of the site, and of the earliest deportations to Riga.

FYI... New IWalk Takes Users on Virtual Tour of 1941 Babyn Yar Massacre Site
**FYI…** Theatrical runs of *Three Minutes – A Lengthening* have begun around the US. Summary: A snippet of a 16mm home movie found in an attic in South Florida, taken in the late 1930's, offers a meditative glimpse into the lives of the unsuspecting Jewish citizens of a small Polish village at the precipice of World War II. For more: www.threeminutesfilm.com or contact tamar@meanstreetsmanagement.com.

**FYI…** Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown and beyond. Here are some of them:

July 18, 2022: Holocaust Remembrance Around the World: Czech Republic
August 18, 2022: Holocaust survivors and their families sing “Light” (Or)
September 7, 2022: First Person with Holocaust Survivor Alfred Münzer
September 18, 2022: The Hippocratic Oath at the Umschlagplatz: The Jewish Doctors of the Warsaw Ghetto
September 19, 2022: What Happened at Babi Yar: A Yad Vashem Podcast
September 20, 2022: Holocaust Artifacts Unpacked: “Our Diary”
September 21, 2022: A Divided America Responds to Nazi Persecution
September 23, 2022: Eyewitness to History: Holocaust Survivor Peter Gorog
September 23, 2022: Reimagining the Oberammergau Passion Play after the Holocaust
Click here for past videos from the Anne Frank House
Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kuperberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, or others.

Across Borders: International
How Holocaust Survivors Fleeing Russia's Invasion Of Ukraine Find Safety In Unexpected Places
IDF Chief of Staff Denounces Iranian President Raisi’s Holocaust Denial During Visit to Auschwitz
'Holocaust deniers can't have weapons of mass destruction' - IDF chief at Auschwitz
New Documentary Examines the Murder of Jews by Latvians and Lithuanians in the Holocaust
Anne Frank’s Memory Is Under Assault
Anne Frank's diary gives comfort to Afghan girls in secret book club
New book by US scholar reveals how 6 media barons in US & UK aided Hitler's rise before WW-II

History as Told by the Vanquished

'Hitler's Girl' explores British ties with the Nazis | DW | 22.09.2022

Australia

His family was murdered but Abram refused to hate. He says that's helped him to live a fulfilled life.

Holocaust survivor and bestselling author leaves children a joyful posthumous legacy

Belgium

Save The Children: Yvonne Nevejean And Queen Elizabeth

Brazil

Brazil’s age-defying Holocaust survivor swimming champion

Canada

National Holocaust Monument 'desecrated' by use as photo and video backdrop | CBC News

Plans unveiled for Montreal Holocaust Museum's new location

Winning design of new holocaust museum for Montreal has been unveiled

Kiss the Red Stairs a complex and compelling memoir

China

A Safe Haven on the Sea

Czech Republic

Broken Jewish Tombstones Used To Pave Czech Square Made Into Memorial

Prague’s Jews build monument out of headstones plundered under communism

This Jewish water polo player defied Hitler in 1936

Nicholas Winton Biopic ‘One Life' With Anthony Hopkins To Shoot In Prague This Autumn

Podcast: Secret Holocaust poems set to haunting music by survivor’s granddaughter

Germany

Israeli President Herzog speaks of need to face past, shape future

German Antisemitism Monitor Highlights Growing Abuse of Holocaust

Germany Marks 70 Years Compensating Holocaust Survivors

Germany marks 70 years of compensating Holocaust survivors with payment for home care

Germany Agrees to Pay Additional $58 Million in Nursing-Care Benefits to Holocaust Survivors in Israel
Germany Offers One of the Largest Holocaust Reparations Packages, and a Special Fund for Ukrainians

Lapid Arrives in Germany With Holocaust Survivors For Diplomatic Visit During Campaign Against Nuclear Deal

Survivor of Holocaust and Munich Olympic attack visits Germany for memorial event

Survivor of Holocaust, Munich attack heads back to Germany

In Berlin, Lapid comforts Holocaust survivor who froze at sight of German soldiers.

Are too many Germans converting to Judaism? The debate is roiling Germany’s Jewish community.

At Bergen-Belsen, an activist born in DP camp commemorates loss and life

Greece

Jewish group slams Greece Supreme Court vice president for backing Holocaust denier

Hungary

Israeli Embassy in Hungary Condemns Installation of Bust of WW II Dictator Horthy in Parliament Building

Debrecen, Hungary, Inaugurates First Orthodox Rabbi Since Holocaust

Iran

'Some signs' Holocaust happened, not certain, says Iran president

Iran’s Raisi says research needed to verify if Holocaust happened

Iranian president casts doubt on the reality of the Holocaust

Ebrahim Raisi’s Predictable ‘60 Minutes’ Performance

Iranian president's Holocaust remarks spark outcry in Israel

As Iran’s president doubts the Holocaust, its survivors gather at Yad Vashem

The Iranian Schindler - aish.com

Iranian wrestling champion praises Adolf Hitler as his inspiration

Israel

Steinmeier and Herzog visit grounds of Bergen-Belsen concentration camp

Standing Tall as IDF Fighters Where Our Families Were Murdered

Why the Holocaust and Iran are personal to Yair Lapid - analysis

Chief of Staff: Anyone who lies about the Holocaust can't be allowed lethal weapons

Dani Dayan: Using diplomacy, lobbying to advance Holocaust remembrance

The failed mission to convince Nazi Germany to release one million Jews

Stolen by the Nazis: A Book’s Rediscovery in Jerusalem
The Haredi thugs who spoiled my grandson’s bar mitzvah are winning
Sami Rohr Prize for Jewish literature lauds nonfiction in virtual award
President of the International Olympic Committee Thomas Bach Visits Yad Vashem
Springtime for who? An Israeli satirical show shatters taboos by likening Itamar Ben-Gvir to Hitler

**Italy**

Italy Debates Country’s Jewish Future After Far Right Prime Minister Elected

**Japan**

‘I owe Sugihara my life’: New Israeli expo tells story of Japanese Holocaust hero

**Lithuania**

J’Accuse! A film that will expose Lithuania’s Holocaust lies

**Moldova**

Holocaust memorial in Moldova opened, to honor 6,300 tortured Jews

**Netherlands**

75 Years After the Holocaust, A Violin Returns - aish.com
Dutch Museum Returns Kandinsky Painting to Heirs of Jewish Collector
Dutch Museum Returns Looted Kandinsky Painting From WWII to Heirs of Former Jewish Owner
Kandinsky painting returned to Jewish family as Netherlands shifts approach to looted art
A Nazi Collaborator in the Family

**Poland**

Poland keeps dodging Holocaust property restitution to Jews - opinion
US envoy to query Poland over its demand for reparations for Jews killed by Poles
Poland defends including pogroms in reparation demands: Nazis should have saved Jews
In its $1.3t demand from Germany, Poland seeks reparations for Jews killed by Poles
The first Jew to escape Auschwitz helped save 200,000 lives — but few know his name
Auschwitz-Birkenau Launches Project to Save Thousands of Holocaust Children’s Shoes From Crumbling
Urgent Effort To Preserve Thousands Of Pairs Of Children's Shoes At Auschwitz
Collection of Shana Tova greetings from Polish Jews before Holocaust
Schwarzenegger visits Auschwitz in message against hatred
Arnold Schwarzenegger delivers message against hatred in first visit to Auschwitz
Arnold Schwarzenegger Makes First Visits to Auschwitz in Message Against Hatred
'Disgusting and primitive': American neo-Nazi arrested at Auschwitz for vulgar desecration
Goyim Defense League founder arrested in Poland after demonstrating outside Auschwitz
American Neo-Nazi arrested after displaying hate messages at gates of Auschwitz

UK
Queen Elizabeth’s relationship with Holocaust survivors and the State of Israel
All British Holocaust Survivors Will Acutely Feel The Loss Of The Queen
‘A great moment in history’: Holocaust survivor remembers Queen’s 1953 coronation ahead of Jubilee
What Queen Elizabeth meant to a British Jew like me
Opinion: The Queen’s support added incalculable weight to Holocaust education
Opinion: Her Majesty Was Humanity In Action
The Queen was a rock of stability and a champion of timeless values
London’s Holocaust Memorial Garden clears Queen Elizabeth tributes left on its grounds
Anger As Holocaust Memorial Garden Made Makeshift Queen Memorial
King Charles has always had a special relationship with the Jewish community
Posthumous recognition for the 'Purbeck Schindler'
Sir Nicholas Winton's Daughter, Barbara Dies, Aged 69
Jewish Actress Helena Bonham Carter Joins Holocaust Film About ‘British Schindler’ Nicholas Winton
Helena Bonham Carter Joins Anthony Hopkins And Johnny Flynn In Holocaust Rescue Drama
‘One Life’; ‘Black Mirror’ Director James Hawes To Make Feature Debut
Harwich celebrates its role in Kindertransport rescue
Dream Country House On London's Doorstep That Became Home To Boys Who Had Survived The Holocaust, Goes Up For Sale For 13.5 Million Pounds
Kindertransport Memorial Is Unveiled
Rose Theatre Review: A Holocaust Survivor In Her Own Words
Holocaust survivor Friedman travels to UK to promote ‘extraordinary’ Quercus memoir
How Do We Save a Vanishing History?
Man Who Cleaned Up Swastika Meets Daughter Of Girl His Family Saved From Nazis
Auschwitz Survivors Reveal Meals Ate During Their Darkest Days
On A Journey Of Closure And Renewal at Treblinka
Remembering Babyn Yar and Ukraine's forgotten 'Holocaust by Bullets'
Once even Jews would utter the word ‘Jew’ in a whisper. Now it is up in lights
‘Hitler invented antisemitism’: Tackling Holocaust misconceptions and hate in schools
Did The Boy In the Striped Pyjamas Need A Sequel?

Ukraine

Zelensky visits Babyn Yar Holocaust Memorial on 81st anniversary
Zelensky Pays Tribute To Those Killed In WWII Babyn Yar Massacres
Zelensky commemorates victims of the Babyn Yar tragedy
Ukraine is ‘not Nazi,’ say Holocaust survivors who live there in message to Putin
Germany offers a special fund for Ukrainian Holocaust survivors

USA

Adonai Wept
‘The God-Damnedest Thing’: The Antisemitic Plot to Thwart U.S. Aid to Europe’s Jews and the Man Who Exposed It
Attorney General Merrick Garland invokes Holocaust history at immigration ceremony
US laws hamper efforts to prosecute war criminals, warns top Nazi hunter
The Justice Department Got Creative to Rid the Army of a Self-Avowed 'Nazi'
Right hand salutes at Trump and Mastriano rallies draw comparisons to the Nazi ‘Sieg Heil’
J.D. Vance's flip-flop on the Nazi march in Charlottesville
Florida newspaper disgusted by Republicans refusing to disavow Nazi and white supremacist supporters
Gov. Polis urges Holocaust remembrance at Babi Yar Massacre commemoration
Legendary WWII hero, Holocaust camp liberator is laid to rest in Arlington.
The Jewish Telegraphic Agency And The Bombing Of Auschwitz
These 7 Facts About America’s Role During the Holocaust Might Surprise You
Jewish groups and Israeli diplomat blast Marjorie Taylor Greene for likening Biden to Hitler
Why Is Dr. Oz Silent As Erdogan Calls Jews Nazis?
Politicians Open Old Wounds Slinging Nazi Barbs
Nazi analogies are dangerous. But they are increasingly relevant today.
Let history be the judge of what is fascism
The “Credo” of James Grover McDonald
Trump rally highlighting January 6 case of alleged Nazi sympathizer sparks criticism
US Capitol rioter and alleged Nazi sympathizer sentenced to 4 years in prison
Nazi sympathizer who stormed Capitol on Jan. 6 sentenced to 4 years in prison
Rioter who wore 'Camp Auschwitz' sweatshirt gets jail term
The Jan. 6 rioter who wore a 'Camp Auschwitz' sweatshirt gets 75 days in jail
‘Camp Auschwitz’ Jan. 6 rioter was wearing SS shirt underneath, prosecutors say at sentencing

Last Chance Testimonies?
In Vermont, Becca Balint is running for Congress with the hope (and wariness) of a second-generation Holocaust survivor

In Vermont, Becca Balint’s Congress run is inspired by her Holocaust survivor father

Two additional ‘New York Times’ freelancers caught praising Hitler and Palestinian terrorism

Jewish Medicine in the Shoah
New NY laws concerning education, the Holocaust mean a lot to survivors

Court Rules for Germany in Nazi-Era Dispute Over the Guelph Treasure
The $250 Million Guelph Treasure Will Not Be Returned to the Heirs of Jewish Collectors, a U.S. Court Has Ruled

New York law on Nazi-looted art aims to shine light on lesser-known Holocaust evil

New York Museums Display To Signs Identifying Art Looted By Nazis During The Holocaust

New York museums to disclose artwork looted by Nazis

How Freud escaped the Nazis, with the help of well-connected friends

How Sigmund Freud Fled Nazi Austria Leaving Siblings Who Perished In The Holocaust

An Auschwitz Survivor on Hunger, Tradition, and Her Relationship to Food After the War

New Jersey WWII veteran connects with Holocaust survivor

Beth Israel Congregation celebrates birthdays of 11 Holocaust survivors ahead of Rosh Hashanah - KESQ

Holocaust photos found in attics and archives help recover lost stories and provide tools against denial

Unknown Holocaust photos – found in attics and archives – are helping researchers recover lost stories and providing a tool against denial

Holocaust survivor Edward Mosberg dies at 96

Holocaust Survivor Edward Mosberg, 96, Tireless Advocate for Remembrance

Sisters who survived Holocaust die days apart in Alabama

Two Sisters Who Survived The Holocaust Died In Alabama 11 Days Apart

Ilse Nathan and Ruth Siegler, Sisters and Survivors Together, Die 11 Days Apart

Maximilian Lerner, Whose Espionage Skills Helped Win a War, Dies at 98

Judah Samet, Holocaust, Tree Of Life Shooting Survivor, Dies At 84

Judah Samet, survivor of the Holocaust and Tree of Life shooting, dies at 84

Funeral Held For Judah Samet, Who Was Pillar In Community
Kolmar Park Rededicated In Honor Of Gertrud Kolmar, German-Jewish Poet Killed In The Holocaust
Albert Reuss - the Remembering Stone
The Southern Israelite and the Holocaust
This is Iowa: Iowan Holocaust survivor shares his story
Opinion | What It Took for Stella Levi to Talk About the Holocaust
Surviving Auschwitz, Mauthausen, and Ebensee - A Holocaust Survivor Gives Testimony
Holocaust Survivor Endured Nazi Medical Experiments Opposes Critical Race Theory
Indoctrination
ESPN documentary focuses on Holocaust and Munich massacre survivor Shaul Ladany
The Nazis recorded everything they stole. One artist is mining their archives for something new.
At 82, woman publishes book about family's experiences in the Holocaust
Sept. 26, 2022: Going aloft to measure weather; Remembering a Holocaust survivor
When Nuns Took My Grandmother's Baby In The DP Camp To Bathe Him
Gratitude Revealed
Art Spiegelman to receive honorary National Book Award
Survivor Tova Friedman's new memoir reflects on life as 'The Daughter of Auschwitz'
'Daughter Of Auschwitz' Chronicles The Life Of One Of The Youngest Holocaust Survivors
Descendants Of Holocaust Survivors Meet In Washington, D.C.
How do we fathom the Holocaust's devastation? One name at a time.
Now I know how the Holocaust happened
Virtual reality is educating new generations about the Holocaust
The Importance of Holocaust Survivor Testimony p.2
My Holocaust Survivor Father Asked Me to Forget Him. I Won’t.
A Bangor man is trying to keep his mother-in-law’s Holocaust-era story alive
An Email From a Stranger Sent Me on a Quest for Family and Self
Eighty years later, Anne’s legacy lives on
Boston resident donates Holocaust survivor mother’s rare pendant with ties to Anne Frank to museum
New this year, Wisconsin teachers must talk about the Holocaust. Here's what's happening in classrooms.
Dedication of memorial in Forest Lawn celebrates Snyder man who saved thousands of Jews during Holocaust
The Editorial Board: Memorial at Forest Lawn hails the Holocaust heroism of a Buffalo teacher
One-Man Show About Polish Resistance Fighter, World War II Hero Jan Karski Premieres in New York

Creators Behind FX Series ‘The Patient’ Explain How the Show Explores Jewish Trauma, Themes of Intolerance

Ken Burns’ PBS documentary ‘The U.S. And The Holocaust’ asks hard questions about how Americans treated Jews and immigrants during wartime

Ken Burns Explores America’s Inaction During the Holocaust

Ken Burns explores the complicated story of the U.S. response to the Holocaust

Why Ken Burns Is Exposing America’s Evils During the Holocaust

Ken Burns tackles U.S. role in Holocaust: 'I won’t work on a more important film than this'

Ken Burns’ PBS documentary asks hard questions about how US treated Jews during WWII

Ken Burns connects the past and the present in 'The U.S. and the Holocaust'

Co-directors Ken Burns and Lynn Novick discuss new Holocaust documentary

New Documentary Explores U.S. Response to the Holocaust

The uncomfortable truths in new documentary by Ken Burns, 'The US and the Holocaust'

If the U.S. had acted, Anne Frank might still be alive — Ken Burns on the Holocaust

America's failures in response to the Holocaust

Why didn’t the US save more Jews from the Nazis’ clutches? The American people were against it.

Why Was America So Reluctant to Take Action on the Holocaust?

A Sweeping New Documentary Examines America’s Response To The Holocaust

The U.S. and the Holocaust: The value of a Ken Burns film and the truth yet to be fully told

‘The U.S. and the Holocaust’ examines a question that haunts us still: Why didn’t we do more?

Ken Burns Speaks About His Latest Project, 'The U.S. And The Holocaust'

New Ken Burns Documentary 'The U.S. And The Holocaust' Examines America's Response

U.S. Actions During The Holocaust Examined In New Ken Burns Documentary

These Americans' Actions During the Holocaust Show How to Push Government to Live Up to Its Ideals

Ken Burns’ Holocaust documentary may be hard on America, but not hard enough

Ken Burns’ film ‘The US and the Holocaust’ erases the American Jewish masses

The uncomfortable truths in new documentary by Ken Burns, 'The US and the Holocaust'

The Fourth Great Crisis Burns And Botstein Say Holocaust Echoes In Present Day

PBS Holocaust documentary perpetuates well-worn myths to glorify FDR, says historian

America’s Holocaust failure through the lens of 21st-century politics

Ken Burns Turns His Lens on the American Response to the Holocaust
In his latest documentary, Ken Burns puts America under the microscope
‘A hard, sad story’: ‘The U.S. and the Holocaust’ documentary tells story of immigrants trying to escape Nazi regime
‘The U.S. and the Holocaust’ Review: Ken Burns’ New PBS Doc Is Devastating — and Distressingly Topical
Burns’ Holocaust documentary highlights importance of learning history
Ambitious Holocaust documentary displays better history than filmmaking
Placing Issues Raised in PBS Documentary “The U.S. and the Holocaust,” in Perspective
Ken Burns Holocaust documentary raises important questions, say survivors, educators
Ken Burns: ‘We’re in perhaps the most difficult crisis in the history of America’
‘The U.S. and the Holocaust’: A Conversation With Co-Directors Ken Burns and Lynn Novick On Authoritarian Parallels
Ken Burns’ ‘The U.S. and the Holocaust’ Reveals the Limits of Democracy
In Ken Burns’ Holocaust series, we are an anti-immigrant nation – J.
Ken Burns explores the U.S. response to the Holocaust in new series
In a Sequel to 'The War,' Ken Burns Looks at 'The US and the Holocaust'
'The U.S. And The Holocaust' Connects A Complex History To The Present
Ken Burns says Holocaust film echoes current events
Ken Burns Explores U.S. Inaction During the Holocaust
PBS Holocaust documentary perpetuates well-worn myths to glorify FDR, says historian
Historians React To Ken Burns Holocaust Documentary
Ken Burns is all wrong about the Holocaust
St. Louis War Hero Makes Appearance In Ken Burns Holocaust Documentary
You Must Watch Ken Burns' PBS Series On America And The Holocaust
'The U.S. and the Holocaust' is a must watch
Troy Professor, Holocaust Expert Discusses New Ken Burns' Documentary
'U.S. and the Holocaust' co-director talks documentary, WWII misconceptions
Director Lynn Novick on the New Holocaust Documentary
Nevada Week S5 Ep10 | The Holocaust and the Current Rise in Antisemitism
Sanctuary: Alaska And The Holocaust
Why Democracies Are So Slow to Respond to Evil
My Grandparents' Impossible Situation
Professor Gives Talk On Generational Trauma From The Holocaust
‘Remember This’ Review: Finding Strength Amid Moral Failure
Anne Hathaway, Jeremy Strong and Anthony Hopkins form a Jewish family in ‘Armageddon Time,’ upcoming film garnering Oscar buzz

‘Four Winters’ Review: The Jewish Resistance

‘Four Winters’ recounts the hell and fury of Jewish partisans

Documentary ‘Four Winters’ recounts the hell and fury of Jewish partisans who fought the Nazis

Facebook Bans Holocaust Film for Violating Race Policy

Beautiful Blue Eyes official trailer

Facebook bans, reverses decision on Holocaust movie ads that ‘violated’ race policy

Facebook Reverses Ban On Roy Scheider Holocaust Movie 'Beautiful Blue Eyes' Trailer

The Holocaust As a Moral Choice: Part VIII: Women, Children and the Elderly

The Holocaust As a Moral Choice: Part IX: Remaining Decent

The Holocaust As a Moral Choice: Part X: The Toll of ‘Remaining Decent’

An American Unsung Hero of the Shoah: Stephen Klein

Remembering a Forgotten Hero of the Holocaust

‘We Will Not Be Led Like Sheep to the Slaughter’

How America failed European Jews during the Holocaust

Olson Library Hosts Touring 'Americans and the Holocaust' Exhibit

Opening Old Wounds as the Man Who Warned About the Holocaust

FAU announces $20 million Holocaust and Jewish studies center

NAU Takes Teachers To Sites Of Holocaust To Share Lessons With Students

Holocaust Center To Launch Survivors' Archive

Titanic Jewish Experience Offers A Moving Tribute To The Liner's Jewish History

Holocaust-era cattle car exhibition making its way through NJ

'Chance Of A Lifetime For Amarillo': Americans And The Holocaust Exhibit Opening This Weekend

Americans And The Holocaust Exhibit Runs Through October In Amarillo Public Library

How Not to Talk About the Holocaust

Robin Bernstein uses vibrant fiber art to fight Holocaust ignorance – J.

KU University Senate considering discontinuing Holocaust and Genocide Studies Program

Holocaust Survivors Receive Holiday Meals Ahead Of Jewish New Year

This Apple Cake Recipe from an Auschwitz Survivor Inspires Comfort and Resilience

Recipes And Histories Of Holocaust Survivors Shared In New Cookbook, Honey Cakes And Latkes

Recipes and memories of Holocaust survivors shared in new cookbook

A Honey Cake with a Long History and Many Layers

Holocaust survivors have adapted this recipe once lost in the war
One of Dallas’ Best New Beers Honors the Life and Legacy of a Holocaust Survivor

The GOP’s Surrender to the Antisemites

White supremacist group crashes New Jersey Labor Day parade and tries to march

Cleveland Cop Who Praised Hitler Should Be Punished, US Jewish Groups Say

'White supremacists will not have the last word,' says Biden

Cornell University Jewish Community Holds Rally to Protest ‘Wrong and Detestable’ Swastika Graffiti

Oregon’s Swastika Mountain Gets a New Name

Jean-Luc Godard, revolutionary filmmaker who polarized Jews with his Israel and Holocaust commentary, dies at 91
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